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Abstract
Interaction frameworks are the norm for prototyping, implementing and sharing user interfaces and interaction techniques. However, they often lack the flexibility to easily implement new kinds of interfaces and interaction techniques,
since they were basically designed for implementing standard and normalized WIMP user interfaces. This forces programmers to rely on “hacking” in order to experiment with
functional prototypes, and could drastically limit the range
of scenarios where these prototypes will work. In my PhD,
I study the interplay between people designing interaction
techniques, and their software frameworks. My goal is to
identify a number of fundamental features and requirements
that programming languages and systems should support,
in order to improve the flexibility of interaction frameworks
for programming advanced interaction techniques.
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Introduction

Expressing animations

Prototyping new interaction techniques today is still a difficult task [6, 5]. Most user interfaces are programmed with
common interaction frameworks and platforms (e.g. Cocoa,
Qt, Android, HTML), which are thus the best candidates
for introducing and popularizing new interaction techniques
(e.g. menu systems, pointing methods, visualization techniques). Despite being often not designed for implementing
non standard techniques, they benefit from a large base of
users, are based on widely understood paradigms (MVC,
listeners, events), and provide many useful facilities to work
on a prototype and test it (templates, logging, build scripts).

The first of these features I am addressing is to code animations, and more generally things that occur in time. Most
frameworks with embedded animation capabilities restrict
animations to the transitions of properties values in widgets,
i.e. one has to create a widget to be able to use its animation capabilities. This is inconvenient when using multiple
frameworks, like Qt and OpenGL, because the animation
API of one framework may not work well with the others.
This is also limiting when animating an arbitrary property
or object that has not been designed for this purpose in the
base framework.

However, these frameworks are made to design interfaces,
rather than interaction per se [1]. Since they adopt interactive elements at their core, the widgets, new techniques
are constrained to rely on widgets. These in turn have constraints, in their drawing area, and their interaction with
mouse and keyboard. Moreover, software frameworks are
large code bases, with steep learning curves to transition
to their internal – sometimes ill-documented – APIs [8, 3].
In these conditions, “hacking” is a solution to make an idea
become possible, although it could eventually reduce one’s
ambitions in order to get a satisfying result in time [4].

During the first part of my PhD I introduced and prototyped
a delay operator [9], which turns an instantaneous transition myWidget.setProperty(value) into a smooth one with
animation, preserving the initial syntax for readability, and
being integrated at the system level (i.e. for any framework):

In my doctoral work, I defend the idea that the flexibility of
interaction frameworks can be improved and their complexity reduced by: (i) identifying and extracting a set of fundamental features, or bare essentials, for expressing interaction instead of interfaces; and (ii) considering this set as
part of the programming systems themselves, as 1st class
objects or constructs of the language. These are for example “receiving mouse input”, “drawing things on screen”,
or “animating visual properties”. This set should be simple
enough to be reasonably acceptable by language designers, i.e. no APIs like OpenGL or SDL.

myWidget.setProperty(value) during 3s

The prototype runs on the Pharo Smalltalk platform [2]. It
works independently of any interaction frameworks on this
platform, and does not have any set of predefined animatable properties. It relies on a getter-setter naming convention to retrieve the starting value for each animation. For the
types of the properties, like numbers, colors and strings, it
interpolates between initial and final values by relying on +
and * operators, when available. Otherwise it expects an
interpolate function to be provided, and fails otherwise.
I tested this system successfully with three GUI and visualization frameworks, for moving windows, changing background colors, replacing text labels in buttons and titles (see
figure 1), and creating a particle effect.

8 interviews of people who are frequently prototyping very
new and advanced interaction techniques, to gather the
difficulties they faced while doing so. My goal is to classify
the different aspects of software frameworks, into how they
prevent or help programmers for exploring and prototyping alternative ideas. I am also interested in the “hacking”
strategies people use to realize their ideas. As a knowledge contribution it should help the design of tools and languages to support the development of advanced interfaces
and new interaction techniques.
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Figure 1: A Smalltalk Inspector open over a background window.
The bottom code transitions its title from ’Gentleman’ to
’Werewolf’. The snapshot was taken during this transition.

Future work
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the delay operator with a showcase of diverse examples, as
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with the display, also Microsoft Visual Basic has a Mouse
class – it has seen little use and deserves more attention
given my overall objective in this thesis.
Finally, I am interested in how the design of frameworks can
help their hacking, how people interact with the low-level
functions, and how they relate code dirtiness to the amount
of hacking they put into it. I already conducted a series of
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